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On the security side, it really comes down to the
endpoint device. All modernmachines have SSHD,
all modern OS's have network and packet drivers,

but they areoften implemented in a way that makes
it easy for an attacker to get on. These days,people
do not have their CIs on the Internet. For instance,
Docker has removed SSHdfrom docker machines,
and they have a reason for it. If you are going to

berunning an isolated container or VM, it is easy to
use SSHD or a httpd. Cisco has a lot of really cool

stuff that is easy to exploit. I would notrecommend
this as your primary endpoint device (if you are not
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familiar withendpoints and can opt-out), but it is
good to have if you want to get a systemup and

running quickly without having to install your entire
OS. When I say endpoint device, I do not mean

network device. A router is not anendpoint device,
and does not have SSHD. You run networking

software on a serverthat contains SSHD and your
Web-based offerings. In reviewing the bugs, there is

one that I personally was interested in. Itattaches
itself to the Network Magic domain where it sees a

bunch of shares thatI believe are in the Report
folder. If the user does not authenticate on

thedomain, then it is possible to get a shell as a
privileged user. The user couldbe malicious, but its

easy to see if someone is malicious. Instead of
uploading a file to get access, and then having the
application be the backup of that, I’ll use a Pastebin
service to send a serialized object to the application,

and not expect the database to be in a safe state.
I’ll leverage a SQL Injection to inject a shell, and the

focus of this is to show that I can use all the tools
that are available. First I’ll find an API token, and
then use that to access a file where I can execute

the shell myself. With that, I have a shell on an app
that runs on a virtual host, and the type of instance
is the one that can be started from a command line.

I try to leverage that, and use an auto-launching
PHP script. Ill have to move it to the host system to
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make it work, but its still interesting to see how it
can be used for both internal and external exploits.
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